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10 November 2009
Secretary General,
Legislative Council Secretariat,
Legislative Council Building,
8 Jackson Road,
Central,
Hong Kong
(Attn: Ms Becky YU)

Dear Ms YU,

Follow-up of the Discussion Item at the Meeting of the
Legislative Council Panel on Housing Held on 28 September 2009

At its meeting on 28 September 2009, the Legislative Council
Panel on Housing requested the Government to explain in writing how the Hong
Kong Housing Authority (HA) monitored the performance of The Link Real
Estate Investment Trust (The Link REIT) and the powers and duties of HA as
the Deed of Mutual Covenant (DMC) manager (the Manager) of the public
housing projects which comprise divested shopping centres and car parking
facilities. At the same meeting, the Panel also urged the Government to
provide details on the leasing of car parking spaces to non-residents by The
Link REIT by way of waivers. After incorporating the input of the Lands
Department, we now respond as follows:
As in the case of other private organizations, The Link REIT has
full autonomy in operating its commercial and car parking facilities since its
listing. Since HA no longer has any equity interest in The Link REIT or the
Link Management Limited (LML) which manages The Link REIT, HA cannot
and will not intervene in the day-to-day management, business strategies and
mode of operation of The Link REIT and LML.
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However, in divesting its facilities to The Link REIT, HA has
ensured the use of the divested facilities cannot be changed without
authorization, and that the commercial units in shopping centres of public
housing estates cannot be sold individually and certain floor areas shall continue
to be let to non-profit-making organisations at concessionary rents through
stipulations in land leases, DMCs and other covenants.
Since the divestment of the shopping centres and car parks in 176
public housing projects to The Link REIT in late 2005, HA has acted as the
DMC manager in 91 of these public housing projects. For the remaining
public housing projects, the DMC managers are appointed by the owners’
corporations of the respective Home Ownership Scheme courts or Tenants
Purchase Scheme estates.
As the Manager of these 91 public housing projects, HA manages
the “Common Areas” of these projects, executes the provisions of the DMCs
and ensures compliance with the DMCs by the owners in accordance with its
powers and duties under the DMCs.
The duties and management work performed by the Manager have
been stipulated in the DMCs, for example(1)

to prepare budgets for each financial year, which sets out the
proposed expenditure for that financial year for the approval of the
owners;

(2)

to demand, collect and receive all amounts (including management
fees) payable by the owners under the provisions of the DMCs and
to recover the same by legal proceedings where necessary;

(3)

to pay the charges and expenses relating to the “Common Areas”
and keep proper accounts thereof;

(4)

to repair and keep the “Common Areas” in good condition, but the
Manager must obtain prior approval by a resolution of the owners
at an owners’ meeting before carrying out any improvement works
which involve expenditure in excess of 10% of the current annual
management budget;

(5)

to take out insurance in respect of the “Common Areas”;

(6)

to maintain the “Common Areas” in a clean and sanitary state, and
keep the lighting and ventilation in good order;
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(7)

to remove any illegal structures in the “Common Areas” and
recover from the owners, residents or tenants concerned the costs
of such removal;

(8)

to ensure that the “Common Areas” and fire accesses are free of
obstruction, and prevent illegal parking;

(9)

to prevent and take action to remedy any breach by owners of the
provisions of the land leases, DMCs or sub-DMCs; and

(10) to take appropriate measures (including legal action) to ensure
compliance with the DMCs if the owners breach the provisions of
the DMCs.
HA, as the Manager, will closely monitor to ensure that all owners
act in compliance with the DMCs. Should any owner breach the provisons of
the DMCs, HA shall by virtue of the powers conferred on the Manager by the
DMCs take necessary measures and actions to enforce the provisions of the
DMCs.
Notwithstanding its power to enforce the provisions of the DMCs,
the Manager has no authority to interfere in how The Link REIT manages and
operates the properties under its ownership including rent adjustment, trade mix
and location etc. unless the provisions of the DMCs are breached.
As regards the arrangement of allowing The Link REIT to lease car
parking spaces to non-residents by way of waivers, please refer to the enclosed
letter dated 30 September 2009 issued to LML by the Lands Department.

Yours sincerely,
(original signed)
for Director of Housing

Encl.
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